
Introduc�on 

One of the main pre-occupa�on of sociolinguis�cs is not just about the study of 
the rela�onship between language and society but also about the rela�onship 
between languages cultures and tradi�on as well as the poli�cs of par�cular 
language community. (Akindele and Adegbite, 2005:3).simply put, 
sociolinguis�cs is amongst other things, the study of the rela�onship between 
languages (Wikipedia.Com, 2003:1).

Contact rela�onship between languages is an age long phenomenon. Since no 
language is known to exist in a vacuum or to be sufficient unto itself, contact 
between languages has become profoundly inevitable. As a ma�er of fact, 
contact between languages is one of the cri�cal mass of human behavior which 
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is said to be induced by a number of factors. Chief among which include close 
proximity between speech communi�es, migra�on of people from one place 
to another, trade rela�onship between people living in border line areas, inter- 
marriage and subjuga�on through wars.(Bello, 2015:35).

Mohammed, (1986:1) is of the opinion that factors like educa�on, poli�cs, 
social and cultural engagements have also been found to spur contact 
rela�onship between speakers of different languages. Camrie, (2009) cited in 
Olajide, (2o13:169) asserts that, many changes usually occur as a result of 
contact rela�onships between languages.  Heath, (1994) counts 'Borrowing' to 
be one of the many consequences of language in contact. Olaoye, (2013:669) 
list some of the other consequences to include: bilingualism, mul�lingualism, 
calquing, creoliza�on, pidginiza�on, effec�ve code-switching and code-
mixing, bi and mul�culturalism and language enrichment.

This is not to say that there are no nega�ve consequences resul�ng from 
languages in contact. In fact, some of the deleterious set back include language 
interference problem arising from interlanguage or inter-lingual phenomenon, 
issues of linguis�c suicide/murder, language and cultural endangerment and 
of course language ex�nc�on.

Bur�n, (1970) suggested that there are three important sociological variables 
which can affect the kind and extent of borrowing, such as the rela�ve pres�ge 
of the language or language that comes into contact. Secondly, the rela�ve 
numbers  of speakers of the two languages and lastly, whether or not the 
language lent by other speakers carry its fixed habit from their own old 
language into the new one. Bagari, (1984) sees the process of borrowed words 
as '' first , if the word contains a sound which is foreign to the borrowing 
language by approxima�ng it to the most closely related phone�c unit in the 
inventory. In the second stage, the whole is considered as an underlined form 
and all applicable phonological rules of the borrowing language will  operate 
on it, to produce a surface phone�c form of the words, which then look and 
sound the same as any na�ve word of the language.''

Be that as it may, although each of these consequences are most likely to be 
triggered by the other, the primary concern of this paper is not broadly about 
these other consequences but specifically about the concept of 'Borrowing'. 
For example, although, factors like bilingualism and mul�lingualism have a 
compelling effect on the concept 'Borrowing', it is important to note as a 
backgrounder that 'Borrowing' is not just a feature of Bilingualism and 
mul�lingualism but also a feature of monolingualism.
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Monolingualism, Bilingualism and Mul�lingualism represent the ability to 
either speak one, two or more than two languages only. The second and third 
are language contact phenomenon (see Wardhaugh, 2000:94-95). However, 
proficiency in either one, two or more than two languages is usually propelled 
by the nature and language typology of a country. Pakistan, India, Nigeria, 
Singapore, and South Africa are mul�lingual countries. Nigeria is for example, a 
mul�lingual society with the number of languages put at conserva�vely four 
hundred (400) indigenous languages Akindele and Adegbite, (2005:20).

Canada, Egypt and Ethiopia are on the other hand bilingual countries with 
English /French spoken in Canada; English/Arabic spoken in Egypt and 
English/Amharic spoken Ethiopia respec�vely. However, countries like England 
the United State of America, France, Germany and Japan are referred to as 
monolingual Na�ons because only one language is spoken in these countries. 
With two or more languages spoken in some countries than others the 
tendency for speakers of those countries to borrow fascina�ng lexical items 
across board is of limitless possibility. In Nigeria, for example, where more than 
two languages are spoken with the English language serving as both the 
na�onal and official language, a typical Nigerian bilingual/mul�lingual 
language typology is likely to take any of the following proficiency shape / 
structure: English / mother tongue or English, French/mother tongue or 
Arabic/ mother tongue or English, French, Arabic/ mother tongue depending 
on the individuals speaker's capacity to be mutual intelligible in any of the 
languages. The fact that English language is the preferred language of 
Administra�on and instruc�on in schools and of trade, jus�ce and social 
engagements undoubtedly makes incidences of Borrowing and 
Bilingualism/Mul�lingualism a compelling occurrence between the English 
language and other indigenous Nigerian languages.

Traces of English words have for example been known to found their way into 
the Yoruba language: mekaniki (mechanic) riwaya (rewire), sukuru dreba 
(screw driver) fidio (video) redio (radio) etc.Hausa language is also affected by 
words from English language: farfesa (professor), tebiri (table), 
bakaniki(mechanic), firgin (fridge), direba (driver), fanka (fan), biriki (brake) 
etc. In addi�on to the above, some words in Yoruba language said to have been 
borrowed from Arabic language too:
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ARABIC    YORUBA    ENGLISH (meaning) 
Ad-dua     Adu'a/Adura   prayer
Albarakah     Alubarika     Blessing
Al'amr     Alamori     ma�ers
Ar-rad     Aara       Thunder,
Al'ayb      Ale-bu     Blemish/stain 
Al-afiyah    Alafia      Goodhealth
Ar-rizq      Arisiki     Wealth
Sabab     Sababi     Cause 
Waqt     Waka�      Time/ hour

It is a ma�er of fact that as long as language co- exist or co- relate with each 
other, borrowing between them cannot be ruled out. However, this is not to 
say that monolingual languages have no traces of borrowed words from other 
languages. This is far from it. The English language which has over the years 
a�ain global prominence is said to contain a lot of borrowed words whose list is 
endless contact between the English language and other languages. Though, 
the aforemen�oned contact processes listed over leaf has seen quite a chunk 
of foreign words finding their way into the English language.  

Yule, (1997:65), Hudson, (1996:53) and Heath, (1994) provide us with a list of 
words which the English language has borrowed from other world languages, 
enlisted by the consequences of the language ge�ng mixed up. The following 
English words are for example said to have been derived from these languages.

WORD                                                                        SOURCE
Alcohol, Algebra                                                         Arabic
Piano, Cancer, etc                                                       Italian 
Beef, Pork, Judge, Tail, Fashion, etc                         French 
Thug, Punch, Shampoo, etc                                        Hindi
Toboggam, wigwam chipmung, etc                       Ameridian.

As it is between the English language and other languages, borrowing between 
Hausa and Yoruba languages may not have fallen short of the direct 
consequences of their manner of contact process which may have evolved 
either through trade, religion, social and cultural rela�onships. Whatever the 
case may be, the interest of this paper is to outline across board lexical words 
which may have been either directly or indirectly borrowed by one language 
from another. The paper will as well discuss some important aspects that led to 
such borrowing. Before then, it is important to ask the big ques�on: What in 
real sense is borrowing:
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Borrowing 

Borrowing has variegated meanings. For example, while Hudson, (1980:86) 
cited in Abdul etal (2006:3) define 'Borrowing' as the 'Taking Over' of an item 
lock, stock and barrel from one variety into another; Akindele and Adegbite, 
(2005:43) refer to 'Borrowing' as 'the occasional use of items from one 
language in the u�erance of another language'. Suzanne, (2011:1) appeared to 
have alluded to this la�er defini�on when she referred to borrowing as simply 
'words adopted by speakers of one language from a different language'.  
Borrowing is therefore, the use of one or several items of a par�cular language 
in the discourse of another language.    

Language Contact and the Interdependency of Language

Language contact is the necessity of intercourse which brings the speakers of 
one language into direct or indirect contact with those of neighboring or 
culturally dominant languages. The intercourse may be friendly or hos�le. It 
may be due to business and trade rela�ons or it may consist of a borrowing or 
interchange of spiritual goods, arts, science or of religious nature.Whatever 
the degree or nature of contact between neighboring people, it is generally 
sufficient to lead to some kind of linguis�c interference. The language of a 
people that is looked upon as a center of culture is naturally far more likely to 
exert an appreciable influence on other languages spoken in its vicinity than to 
be influenced by them. Hudson, (1996).

The simplest kind of influence that one language may exert on another is the 
borrowing of words. When there is cultural borrowing there is always the 
likelihood that the associated words may be borrowed too. For example, when 
Chris�anity was introduced into Nigeria, a number of associated words such as 
Bishop, Angel, apostolic, Bible, etc, found their way into Yoruba language.  One 
can almost es�mate the role which various people have played in the 
development and spread of cultural ideas by taking note of the extent to which 
their vocabularies have filtered into those of other people. The English 
language itself is spreading because the English have colonized immense 
territories. This fact alone shows the significance of the power of na�onalism, 
cultural as well as poli�cs.

It is obvious that diversity of speech has made many communi�es to either 
become bilingual or mul�lingual. Speakers of a par�cular language may 
nonetheless borrow terms from another language in order to fill in the gaps le� 
opened by that language. At the fron�ers of language community whether a 
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region, na�on or ethnic group, each language or dialect may exhibit a unique 
difference. However, the most widespread linguis�c evidence of language 
contact according to Hudson, (1978) is the presence of words borrowed from 
one language to another and which have become part of the language. 
Evidence of close contact comes from language mixing where words, phrases 
or whole sentences are borrowed from one language to another. Since contact 
is the basis for borrowing linguis�c items from one language to another, it is 
per�nent to examine the historical contact between Hausa and Yoruba which 
might have exist as a result of religion, poli�cs and mostly trade contact 
influences. 

Contact between Yoruba and Hausa

As gathered from Adelola, (1992), records show that the contact between 
these two ethnic groups dated back to as far as eighteenth century. He further 
argued that captain Clapperton's record of 1822, most probably provided the 
source or the account on Websters Gaze�eer which refer to Yoruba and Oyo as 
'yar'abba' and katunga respec�vely.  These yar'abba and katunga are known to 
be Hausa words.

Apart from the above asser�on, Hausa and Yoruba have always been great 
traders. They both travelled and se�led in one another's ci�es. In Yoruba land, 
par�cularly in Ilorin, Abeokuta, Ibadan, Ijebuode, Lagos and Eki�. Hausa was 
generally understood in the 'SABO' quarters. In other words, Hausa 
se�lements area in Yoruba land is known as 'SABO.' Yoruba are known to be the 
growers of kola nut while the Hausa are referred to as 'eaters' of kolanut. The 
Hausas go to every community in Yoruba land where kolanuts are mostly 
grown. They buy the product to their various des�na�ons to resell to their 
people. As a result of this business transac�ons, some Hausas became se�lers 
in various Yoruba communi�es. Meanwhile, Yoruba also travel to various 
Hausa lands for business transac�ons. A great number of Yoruba people are 
found in many northern ci�es like Kano, Kaduna, Sokoto, Jos, Maiduguri and so 
on. Adeola, (1992) 

The geographical loca�ons of Hausa and Yoruba lands favored the growth of 
commercial links between them. By the virtue of its loca�on at the end of one 
of the trans-saharan trade routes, Hausa land con�nuously received many 
valuable commodi�es of oriental origin from the north which the Hausa 
traders re-exported to the south.
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Oyo controlled the north-south trade that passed through Yoruba land. Each of 
the two peoples had established middlemen trading status in the commodi�es 
to which they had direct access. However, Hausa traders invaded Yoruba land 
more than the Yoruba people established their presence in Hausa land. The 
two main areas of commercial contact between the two people were along the 
edge of the forest zone on the Yoruba towns of old oyo, (katunga) Kishi, Igboho, 
Shaki, Ikoyi, Ogbomosho, and Ilorin.  Adelola, (1992).

The rela�onship between these two people does not only a�ract each other's 
culture and religion, but most greatly their languages. This is to say that as a 
result of everyday contact between them, many lexical items are found in each 
of the language. A lot of Yoruba words are found in Hausa as well as Hausa 
words are found in Yoruba. The paper as said earlier will focus on lexical words 
of Yoruba in Hausa language. We shall examine the concept of lexical 
borrowing below. 

Concept of Lexical Borrowing 

There is no doubt that the most conspicuous type of language change is the 
appearance of new words in an exis�ng language. At present, there are some 
6000 different languages spoken in our planet and every one of these 
languages has a vocabulary containing thousands of words. Moreover, 
speakers of every one of these languages are in contact with neighbors' who 
speak different language. Trasic, (1996).

This is obvious that, even for people living in remote places who had previously 
been isolate for centuries has contact in one way or the other with other 
languages. Consequently, everybody is in a posi�on to learn some of the words 
used by their neighbors and very frequently, people take a liking to some of 
their neighbors and words. As such they take those words over into their own 
language. This process is somewhat curiously called borrowing. Curiously, 
because, of course, the lending language does not lose the use of the word, nor 
does the borrowing language intend to give it back. A be�er term might be 
copying but, borrowing has long been established. In this sense, the words 
borrowed are called 'loan words.' Trasic, (1996).

Such borrowing is one of the most frequent ways of acquiring new words and 
speaker of all languages do it. Language groups frequently borrow words from 
other languages when they encounter new materials or concepts. Yoruba and 
Hausa have also long been among the most enthusias�c borrowers of each 
other's words. For example these words of Yoruba are known to have been 
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borrowed from Hausa language where by some of the words are indirectly 
borrowed by Hausa from Arabic language. For example: words that begin with 
'AL' are known to be Arabic words. Some of the words can be viewed as follow:

Yoruba    Hausa    meaning
Alubarika   albarka    prosperity
Alubosa   albasa    onion
Alamari   alamra    des�ny  
Saa    sa,a     luck
Fila    fula     cap
Dansiki    danchiki   under gown  
Seriki    sarki     king
Lawani    rawani    turbaning cap
Gangan   ganga    kind of drum
Taba    taba    cigrate
Seriya    sharia    judgement

Some�mes, a word is not borrowed but translated. Borrowings are also 
assimilated to some degree. Some�mes, a borrowed word is pronounced in a 
decidedly foreign way for a while. But as �me goes on, it is usually soon treated 
according to na�ve sound pa�erns, if it occurs frequently. For instance, Yoruba, 
Hausa, and other Nigerian languages borrowed the word 'bread' from English 
language, but its pronuncia�on is almost unrecognizable to a na�ve speaker of 
English because the word is treated with the local language sound system 
;Yoruba 'buredi' Hausa 'burodi'.

This asser�on will give us the clue to iden�fy two types of borrowing i.e. 
assimilated and unassimilated borrowing: assimilated borrowing is where a 
loan word is being replaced by a na�ve speaker. Example of this can be cited 
from Yoruba and Hausa words borrowed from English:

ENGLISH     YORUBA    HAUSA
Lawyer      looya     lauya
Chairman     siaman     ciyaman
Number     nomba     lamba 
Hospital     osibitu     asibi�
 Pin      pini      hini etc

Unassimilated borrowing on the other hand, is on one of scale which has at the 
other end, items bearing no formal resemblance to the foreign words in which 
they are based. Such items are some�mes called 'loan transla�on. For 
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instance: English word 'computer' is translated in Yoruba ''ero ayara bi asa'' 
Hausa ''na'ura  mai kwakwalwa.” English word' television in Yoruba is ''ero 
amohun maworan'' directly translated as machine that catches both speech 
and picture. Also language borrows from one another because of human zeal 
to imitate others, especially, when the lending variety is more pres�gious and 
more beau�ful. Others borrow because of the social status of the speakers of 
the lending or source variety. Par�cularly, if that lending variety commands 
respect from the knowledge of its na�ve speakers. Whatever the case may be, 
borrowing is an important source of language change and loans from other 
languages are important sources of new words.

Types of Borrowing 

 Borrowing can occur in any of these forms:

Linguis�c interference: Interference may be viewed as the transfer of elements 
of one language to another at various levels, including phonological 
gramma�cal, lexical and orthographical. Berthoid, Manguobhai and Batoro 
Wicz (1997),Batoro, etal (1997) defined phonological interference as items, 
including foreign accent, such as stress, rhymes, intona�on and speech sounds 
from the  first language influencing the second. Gramma�cal interference is 
defined as the first language influencing the second in terms of word order, use 
of pronouns and determiners, tense and mood. Interference at a lexical level 
provides for the borrowing of words from one language and transforming 
them to sound more natural in another. While alphabe�cal interference 
includes the spelling of one language altering another.

It is per�nent to note that interference generally can be seen as the use of 
elements of one language in speaking or wri�ng of another language. The 
whole issue of interference borders on the speakers familiarity with more than 
one language.

Second language learners tend to rely on their na�ve language structures to 
produce a response. once the structure of the two languages are different, 
then one could expect a rela�vely high frequency of errors to occur in the 
second language thus indica�ng an interference of first language on second 
language Dechert, (1983) and Ellis, (1997).Ellis, (1997:51) refer to interference 
as transfer which he says, is the influence that the learners exert over the 
acquisi�on of a second language. He argues that transfer is governed by 
learner's percep�ons about what is transferable and by their stage of 
development on second language learning.
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Posi�ve and Nega�ve Transfer

When the relevant unit or structure of both languages is the same, it o�en 
results in correct language produc�on called posi�ve transfer (correct) 
meaning in line with most first language speaker's no�on of acceptability. It is 
also no�ced that language interference is o�en discussed as a source of errors 
known as nega�ve transfer. Nega�ve transfer occurs when speakers and 
writers transfer items and structure that are not the same in both languages.

 Ellis, (1997) is also of the view that Interference may be conscious or 
unconscious. Consciously, learners or unskilled translators may guess when 
producing second language speech or text because they have not learned or 
forgo�en second language usage. On the other hand, they may not consider 
that the structures and internal rules of the two languages in ques�on are 
different. Such users could also be aware of both the structures and internal 
rules yet are insufficiently skilled to put them into prac�ce and consequently 
o�en fall back on their first language.

A typical example of these language interference can be cited from Yoruba 
speakers of Hausa language. No ma�er how fluent a Yoruba speaker may be in 
Hausa language, the following words are usually very difficult for them to 
pronounce;

HAUSA   YORUBA    MEANING
Tsoho    sofo    old
Da     da     son
Matsala   masala    problem
Tsami    sami    sourness 
Kyauta    keuta    gi� 
Gyara    jara     repair 
Kwarai     korei     well
Tsire    sire     s�ck-meat etc

The reason is obvious, Yoruba does not have much homorganic sounds like 
Hausa and English language. Therefore, homorganic sounds such as da, ba, 
kwa, gya, tsa etc are always difficult for a Yoruba speaker of Hausa to 
pronounce instead, they alternate them to the available alphabet sound in 
their own na�ve language. Furthermore, Arere and ebu are kinds of trees 
commonly grown in Yoruba land they are used for wood carving. These trees 
have no other name in Hausa language than arere and ebu as well. This is 
because the trees are not mostly found in the northern areas of Nigeria. A 
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Hausa man will say 'ka sha gwaligwali' or 'ka sha kaabo' meaning you have been 
punished. The word 'gwale gwale' is 'gbale gbale' in Yoruba language meaning 
(sweeper). While 'kaabo' is a Yoruba word meaning (welcome.).

Other lexical items borrowed from Yoruba to Hausa are as follow:

YORUBA    HAUSA     MEANING
Aso-ebi    asobi      general uniform
Fi�la     fi�la       lamp
Elubo     alebo     yam flour
Adire     adire     �e and dye
Ti�      ��      street
Aago     agogo     watch
Pako     kwatako    wood
panu     kwanu     plate
Elede     alede      pig
Ireke     areke     sugar cane
Dede     deede     equal
Fila     fula      cap
Pali     kwali     carton
Adogan    adogan     local stove
Buba     buuba     blouse
Tanganran    tangara     broken plate
 onilegogoro   ale gwogworo   head �e
Sibi     chibi     spoon
Pomo     pama or ganda   cow skin ready to eat
Ooyo     ayoyo     draw leaf
Keke     keke     bicycle
Apamowo    apamo     purse
Idiku     idiku     head �e
sombo     sambo     long pepper
Atarodo    atarugu     round pepper
Egushi     agushi     mellon
Olele or oole   alele      bean food etc

Conclusion

It is quite obvious that languages could never thrive without borrowing from 
one another , but the variegated reasons for contact between these languages 
had made borrowing necessary. One seemingly basic truth however is that, 
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whatever the a�ermath effect of borrowing, languages borrow not so 
necessarily because of a�rac�on to a pres�ge language and its lexical items, 
but because of the need to make communica�on between the na�ve speakers 
of these languages mutually intelligible. The interchange of borrowed words in 
both Yoruba and Hausa languages as listed and exemplified in this paper points 
to this fact: jamaa-hausa-and jomoh – Yoruba have their source from Arabic. 
Both languages could have equivalent for (jamaa or jomoh).These words could 
have had simple alterna�ve in both languages as (yawan mutane or mutane 
masu yawa) in Hausa, (awon eniyan or eniyan pupo) in Yoruba as well.
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